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INTRODUCTION

The National Youth Council of Ireland welcomes the imminent establishment of the

Educational Disadvantage Committee.  Educational disadvantage is one of the major

challenges we face in Ireland today, on a par with the unemployment crisis of just a

few years ago.  We believe that this committee offers the opportunity for educational

disadvantage to be dealt with in a strategic and integrated manner on a national level.

Given the will , we may put in place the right policies and strategies which will finally

deal with this pressing problem.

BACKGROUND to NYCI

The National Youth Council of Ireland is the representative body for voluntary youth

organisations and services in Ireland representing 47 voluntary youth organisations

that involve and serve over 750,000 young people throughout Ireland.  Our member

organisations are varied in terms of their programmes and the age and profile of the

young people they involve, but share a commitment to involving young people in

positive non-formal education which enhances their social and personal development.

The National Youth Council of Ireland is the government recognised Social Partner

representing youth interests.  It is also represented on a number of key national

advisory and policy making bodies.

NYCI aims through its member organisations and its representative role to empower

young people to participate in society as fulfill ed confident individuals.  NYCI’s work

is based on principles of equali ty and justice.  In achieving its aims NYCI seeks a

society in which all young people are valued citizens who can make a meaningful

contribution to their community.

NYCI & Educational Disadvantage

Educational disadvantage is a priority area of work within NYCI.  We have an

extremely active Education and Training Working Group within NYCI, contributing
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to the formation of NYCI's positions and policies in these areas.  The main focus for

such work is in the linked areas of Educational Disadvantage and Early School

Leaving.

Our representation on external bodes which deal with educational matters include the

following:

Formal Education

• Task Force on Lifelong Learning

• Action Group on Third Level Access

• National Education Welfare Board

• National Centre for Guidance in Education

Non-Formal Education

• National Youth Work Advisory Committee

• Léargas

NYCI is also represented on other bodies which are relevant to educational

disadvantage matters, such as FÁS, NAPS Working Group on Urban Disadvantage,

'Open Your Eyes to Child Poverty' Initiative, National Monitoring Committee for

Youth Information, North/South Youth Managers Forum and the Assessment

Committee for the Young People's Faciliti es and Services Fund.

Furthermore, NYCI has recently made submissions to the:

� National Anti-Poverty Strategy (NAPS) Working Group on Educational

Disadvantage

� European Commission Memorandum on Lifelong Learning

� European White Paper on Youth (including Chapter on formal and non-formal

education).

� NAPS working group on Urban Disadvantage

� NAPS working group on Health

We also intend to make a submission shortly to the National Economic and Social

Forum (NESF) on Early School Leaving.
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Youth Work & Educational Disadvantage

NYCI sees itself as a most valuable player in promoting the value of an equitable

system in both formal and non-formal education.  Youth services not only provide a

voice for the interests of young people from socio-economically disadvantaged

backgrounds but also offer a channel to young people to further their education in an

out-of-school setting.  To this end, we welcome the Department’s inclusion of Youth

Services as a priority area in the Educational Disadvantage Committee framework.

There are numerous youth work initiatives throughout the country, which address the

needs of young people who are educationally disadvantaged.  Many of these

initiatives work in partnership with schools and involve young people who have left

school early, others involve young people who are in danger of leaving school early

or are having other diff iculties in the school system.  More generally, participation in

youth groups is complimentary to formal education, particularly for disadvantaged

young people.

Youth Work Legislation and Planning

Two key processes are currently underway which will address the connection between

non-formal education and disadvantage among young people.  An important clause in

the Youth Work Bill (2000), currently before the Oireachtas, concerns the need to

ensure that "due regard is had" for the needs of socially and economically

disadvantaged young people in the planning of youth work responses.  In addition, the

Youth Work Development Plan is li kely to include strategies for ensuring that the

needs of disadvantaged young people through youth work are addressed.

EDUCATIONAL DISADVANTAGE COMMITTEE FRAMEWORK

NYCI welcomes the opportunity to comment on the formation of the Educational

Disadvantage Committee and Forum.   Educational disadvantage has become a key

issue for government, education bodies, social partners, voluntary groups and other

interests in the recent past.   From an economic viewpoint, current economic growth
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has led to skill s shortages becoming more apparent, making it imperative that all Irish

citizens are given the opportunity to participate in society to the best of their abili ty.

Educational disadvantage can marginalise and socially exclude people at all l evels of

the education system.  The key message of this new body must be that all key

interests should be involved in order to effectively tackle and eliminate educational

disadvantage.

Representation by NYCI

We believe it is imperative that the National Youth Council of Ireland is directly

represented on the Committee.  Our reasoning is twofold:

• As educational disadvantage, and measures to address it, cross formal and non-

formal education, there is a need to ensure that the voice of the non-formal

education sector is heard.  As the largest and most significant provider of non-

formal education to young people who are disadvantaged, the youth sector is well

placed to contribute to the development of policies and strategies in this area.

NYCI is the umbrella body for youth organisations and is actively involved in

representing the interests of the youth sector on many relevant bodies.

• Disadvantaged young people are rightly the main focus of attention in the area of

educational disadvantage.  It is important then that the youth perspective is heard

in discussions concerning policies and strategies that will primarily affect

disadvantaged young people.  As the national representative and co-ordinating

body for youth interests, NYCI is well placed to act in this capacity and offer

expertise on educational disadvantage and how it impacts on the li fe-chances of

young people throughout their education experience, both formal and non-formal.

Our inclusion would further strengthen NYCI's contribution in the area of

educational disadvantage, to the benefit of the Committee's work.

Size of the Committee

While a 10-person committee, as noted in the consultative paper on the establishment

of the Educational Disadvantage Committee, is an extremely manageable number,

NYCI believes that this small number cannot be inclusive of the spectrum of interests

that are needed to deal with the wide range of issues.  We believe that to ensure

success, a range of interests needs to be on the committee.  Consideration should be

given to representation being drawn from the following framework:
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• Education Levels and Settings: Pre-primary, Primary, Secondary, Tertiary,

Further, Non-Formal.

• Particular Sectoral Interests: Youthreach, VTOS, Senior Traveller Training

Centres, Youth Services

• Specific Interest Groupings: Managers, Teachers, Parents, Students

• Others: Social Partners

In addition to the above, NYCI assumes that there will be representatives from the

appropriate sections of the Department of Education & Science on the committee.

We believe that it is also important to have off icials from other relevant departments.

We suggest that consideration should be given to representation from other

Government Departments and agencies, including the following:

• Department of Finance

• Department of Health & Children

• Department of Enterprise, Trade & Employment

• Department of Community, Family & Social Affairs

• Combat Poverty Agency

With all these vested interests, the NYCI suggests that the number of people

represented on the committee be extended.  Perhaps a well -chosen Committee of 14

to 16 people would be more representative of the key interests which need to be

involved, while still ensuring that the committee could function properly.

Influence of the Committee

The NYCI would also like to note that the consultative paper on the establishment of

the Educational Disadvantage Committee does not fully ill ustrate the extent of its

influence.  We believe the document should be amended to outline the mechanisms

required in order for the committee to achieve its aims.  This committee needs to have

real influence over on policy and strategy, so clear guidelines must be included in the

terms of reference on how the committee’s work will proceed when established.
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PRIORITY ISSUES

NYCI has conducted research on educational disadvantage and is extremely aware of

how wide-ranging the matters that should be considered are.  Below is a list of key

issues that the NYCI regards as being essential to any debate on how to combat

educational disadvantage.  This li st is by no means exhaustive, but highlights some of

main issues of concern to us.

� Youth organisations play an essential role in combating educational

disadvantage as a structured approach outside of formal education that acts as an

alternative and compliment to formal education.

� Disadvantaged groups and individuals on a case-by-case basis need to be targeted

specifically.

� Monitoring and tracking mechanisms need to be implemented, most urgently, to

monitor the transition between primary and secondary education.

� Local initiatives and schemes are essential to tackle educational disadvantage

and good practice needs to be recognised and mainstreamed where appropriate.

� Various Partnerships and Collaborations are also an effective way to combat

educational disadvantage at a local level and need to be resourced accordingly.

� Interagency approaches to educational disadvantage, such as the ‘Pathways

Approach’ , need to be progressed to bring all the relevant players into the mix.

� Offering financial incentives, or otherwise, to young people in order to retain

them in the education system needs further discussion.

� Finding ways to lessen the gender gap is essential.  Young women are more

likely to be educationally disadvantaged if they leave school early, and young

women who are lone parents face extra obstacles to complete school, particularly

in their access to childcare.  Young men also face diminished employment

opportunities by leaving school early.

� Curriculum Reform is essential in order to create a more equal playing field for

all people in the educational system.

� The Rural Perspective needs to be considered and specific recommendations

need to be established to assist in both furthering the education and training

opportunities of people in rural areas.
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� Travellers have specific needs as a community that experience high levels of

educational disadvantage.  Specific policies and recommendations need to be

developed for the Travelli ng Community.

� Recognising and understanding diversity in Irish society is fundamental in

combating educational disadvantage.  Specific recommendations around inter-

cultural awareness and difference are essential.

� Lifelong Learning/Lifewide Learning that crosses both formal and non-formal

education needs to be accessed and available to all people at different times of

people’s li fespan.

� Progression routes for people who are educationally disadvantaged.  This

includes information, clear progression routes, and the abili ty to move across

sectors more easily through relaxed accreditation.

� Educational credits should be explored as a means for young people on low

wages to access funding for full -time and part-time education.

� The relationship between young people and part-time work needs to be tackled

as a cause of double disadvantage.

� The number of Guidance Counsellors for young people needs to be increased

and the abili ty to access them, even outside formal education, needs to be

widened.

NYCI NOMINATION

NYCI welcomes the opportunity to nominate to the Educational Disadvantage

Committee and Forum.  In preparing for this nomination, we circulated information

concerning the Committee and Forum and made a call for nominations among all our

member organisations.  We were pleased that there was considerable interest in the

bodies, resulting in numerous nominations.  Following a decision by the Board of

NYCI, the following persons were chosen for nomination.

Nomination to the Educational Disadvantage Committee: Valerie Duffy

Valerie Duffy is the Chairperson of the Standing Conference on Youth Affairs and

sits on the Board of NYCI.  She heads up our Education & Training Working Group

and has contributed extensively to the formation of NYCI's positions in the area of
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educational disadvantage.  She has also being involved in dealing with educational

disadvantage issues through her full -time work in the local development field.

Nomination to the Educational Disadvantage Forum: Deirdre Power

Deirdre Power is a member of the Board of NYCI and is involved on a voluntary

basis with the National Forum of Local Voluntary Youth Councils and various youth

organisations, many of which focus particularly on disadvantaged young people.  She

works as a full -time teacher at primary level and is well acquainted with national and

local policy and strategies concerning educational disadvantage among young people.

Conclusion

NYCI is pleased to contribute to the formation of the Educational Disadvantage

Committee and Forum.  We look forward to contributing to the work of these

important new bodies.

If you would like to clarify any of the above, please do not hesitate to contact us.


